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Overview
– B2C developments
– B2B trends
– Technology and regulatory trends
Work program definition
E-commerce, is defined as the "production, distribution,
marketing, sale or delivery of goods and services by electronic
means"

What does this mean for trade and trade negotiations?
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B2C Sales
2020 E-commerce predictions
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B2C

Strongest ecommerce growth?
• Philippines, Malaysia and Spain, nine economies are projected
to see more than 20% growth in retail ecommerce sales this
year
• Hard hit by the coronavirus their growth figures represent a
substantial acceleration over 2019
• US ecommerce growth jumped to more than 30%, accelerating
online shopping by nearly 2 years, with online sales reaching a
level not expected until 2022.
• US ecommerce sales to reach $794.50 billion in 2020, up 32.4%
from 2019. That’s a much higher growth rate than predicted, as
consumers continue to avoid stores during the pandemic
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B2C growth
2020 E-commerce predictions
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2020 pandemic purchase trends
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Cross border B2C e-commerce?
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B2B Services
Coping with the pandemic
Many B2B companies have managed to stay in business, operate and
recover. This required moves toward digital transformation of both
marketing and sales
• Impact differs by sector: Two-thirds of firms in tourism and hospitality
category saw substantial disturbance to their business. Others
included personal services (60%), education (52%), wholesale (46%)
and manufacturing (46%).
• The B2B sectors with minimal impact compared with others, were
tech and telecom (21%), financial services (28%) and energy and
utilities (29%).
• Catching up with B2C, marketplace platforms are emerging in B2B ecommerce
•
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2020 Digital sales for B2B sellers

Source: Digital Commerce 360, 27 Jan 2021
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B2B
Impact
of the
pandemic
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Commercial & tech developments
Technologies
•
•
•
•

Broadband & mobile telecom advances
Artificial Intelligence – software algorithms
Blockchain and other transactional data networks
3D printing – a.k.a. additive manufacturing

Business models
• Cloud (storage, processing & delivery)
• Big Data & AI – Large scale data processing
• Internet of Things – connecting physical objects
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Pandemic:
Mobile revenue vs. broader economy
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Source: FierceTelecom.com 14 Dec 2020
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Source: fiercetelecom.com 6 Jan 2021
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Data centres & the cloud
• Over a decade, spending on cloud infrastructure services has
risen from little or nothing to $100 billion annually
• Many new data centres came online in 2020 despite COVID19 logistical issues
• Amazon and Google opened the most data centers,
accounting for half of the new ones. Oracle, Microsoft, Alibaba
and Facebook were also active
• U.S. accounted for 40% of the major cloud and internet data
centre sites, followed by China, Japan, Germany, the U.K.
and Australia, which together accounted for 29%
• However, companies with the most global footprint are leading
cloud providers - Amazon, Microsoft, Google and IBM. Oracle
and Alibaba also have global data centre presence.
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Industry adoption of AI
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Goods traded as software?
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Implication: Data generation
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Emerging regulation

Source: ECIPE, Digital Trade Estimates Database
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Many interlinkages
1. COVID-induced online purchasing habits are expected to
continue beyond the pandemic
2. More businesses & consumers turning to the cloud for
storage or services that use it
2. With cloud comes more network & data traffic
3. IoT to generate massive data & data traffic
4. AI means huge datasets are better analysed & more useful
to business & consumers
5. Internet traffic will increasingly move on 5G networks
The trends underscore the importance of global data transmission

Source: Cisco® Global Cloud Index (2015-2020),
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Implications of regulation for trade?
Regulation or restrictions
in one part of the e-commerce/digital
commercial value chain have
spill over affects on all other segments
and on economies at large
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